Designed and built for superior workflow
and lasting value

Dental Cabinetry
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Biotec Treatment Centers:
Smart technology and design for maximum efficiency

Sliding monitor mount provides
complete flexibility for viewing digital
x-rays and patient records.

The flex arm work surface and delivery
system enable complete right-handed
to left-handed changeover in minutes.

Appliance and storage drawers have
full-extension, high-quality ball-bearing
drawer slides for easy access and long life.

Built-in Porter Instrument nitrous
flowmeters are among the options with
all Biotec cabinets.

Flexible options for storing a computer CPU make the most of your
valuable storage space.

Q U A L I T Y, S T Y L E A N D VA L U E
Biotec cabinets are designed to optimize your workflow by keeping instruments and
materials organized and easily accessible. They minimize effort, help prevent strain
and fatigue, and support your mission to deliver outstanding patient care. Biotec
cabinets are built to an exacting standard of craftsmanship and offer a variety of
custom features to create the perfect fit for your practice.
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A distinctive environment for
your patients and staff

Biotec makes a variety of 12 o’clock treatment
centers to support every type of dental delivery
system. Stylish design and quality workmanship
reflect your professional standards and enhance
the confidence and comfort of your patients.

The optional finished back
of the treatment centers with
matching sub-bases replaces
traditional walls and gives
your office an attractive and
distinctive open design.
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Biotec Central Work Stations:
Refreshing open design and efficient workflow

Pass-through feature enables x-rays to
be shared between two operatories.

Offset rear panel gives your assistant
fast, easy access to devices such as
impression material dispensers.
Lower cabinets enable convenient
CPU storage.
Convenient side cabinet places
appliances at your assistant’s side.

DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR PRAC TICE MOVING
Biotec Central Work Stations optimize your workflow by enabling more efficient
organization, easier access and expedient delivery of instruments and materials.
The highest quality components and workmanship ensure a distinctive appearance
and lasting performance.
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The wrapped trays and
cassettes are placed in
the sterilizer for final
processing.

Once the sterilization
cycle is complete, the
sterile trays and cassettes
are stored in the Blue
Zone to be returned to
the operatories.
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The Biotec Instrument Processing Center:
Streamlined for efficiency and safety

Contaminated trays and
cassettes are brought to the
Red Zone for disassembly,
disinfectant soaking, and
cleaning.
Cassettes and instruments go to
the ultrasonic cleaner, then on
to the pull-out work surface for
wrapping.

The Biotec ultrasonic shelf

Biohazard and waste materials

is a coved Gibraltar work

are disposed of in the pullout

surface that provides spill

disposal drawer.

containment that can occur
during instrument cleaning.
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The Biotec Contractor Series:
Economy without compromise

If you are looking for a basic cabinetry solution that is price-competitive
with local cabinet builders, the Contractor Series is the answer. The
important difference is that these cabinets are specifically designed for a
professional dental practice, and have the same high quality drawer slides,
hinges, sub-bases, and high-pressure laminate counter tops as our best line
of cabinets. The more economical price is achieved by omitting premium
features that you may not need. You have the option to add specific features
that your practice requires.
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A quality selection of Biotec Side Support Cabinets
Side Support Cabinets provide a variety
of convenient options for doctors and
assistants. They can contain sinks, footcontrolled faucets, soap dispensers,
trash drops, sharps disposal, storage for
materials, dental delivery systems and
auxiliary equipment.
Wall-hung cabinets are available for towel,
cup, and glove dispensers as well as for
additional storage.

N7340 Doctor
side delivery
cabinet

N7310 Assistant
side support
cabinet

Contractor series
side sink and
support cabinet
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